
 

 

The Ultimate Gaming Chair-The Best a Gamer Can Get 

Serious hungry gamers are going to bite their fingers looking at the Ultimate Gaming Chair. We recently 

had hands on, or butts on experience (literally speaking!) with the chair and we weren’t disappointed. 

It’s comfortable enough to support gaming for hours and, if you want to catch your breath, you could 

just doze off. But with all the stuff the chair has to offer, that’s a very very big IF. Chances are mommy 

and daddy are going to drag off your chair and take you to your bedroom. If you’re a born gamer then 

the Ultimate Gaming Chair is the one thing you could sink your teeth into.  

What you are looking at… 

Standing before you is the ultimate gaming expansion so far. This leatherwork is guaranteed to teleport 

you into another dimension. The Ultimate Gaming Chair comes with features that put you right inside 

the game. It comes with an audio box that fits right under the chair and connects to your console. It also 

comes with surround sound, stereo speakers and 12 feedback motors that synchronize with gaming 

action. 

The Sunny side… 

-The great thing about the Ultimate Gaming Chair is that you could play PC games using a USB 2.0 port. 

So the chair is not just a console upgrade, it’s a PC upgrade too. 

-The Chair is there for all to behold. With black leather and soft padding, the Ultimate Gaming Chair is 

good to look at and great to sit on. 

-With a couple of speakers beside our heads, surround sound and 12 motors synchronizing action, we 

found ourselves totally immersed in the game we were playing.  

- They didn’t forget to add friendly touches like beverage and remote holders. How thoughtful of them. 

-The Ultimate Gaming Chair costs just $499 so it won’t take half a year to save up for this chair. 

The Shady side… 

-While it is compatible with Sony PlayStation, Xbox and Nintendo GameCube, it is not compatible with 

Xbox 360 and we really wished it did. With all that this chair can do, we would very much like to 

experience next generation gaming on it. 

-It does take a while to get used to the throttle like controllers mounted on each arm rest but once we 

got the hang of it, it was pleasure playing all the way. 

-It’s a bit of hassle to set up. The chair comes with antenna like cable covers that are made of hard 

plastic and require some effort to lock into place. You could call over some Popeye the Sailor in your 

neighborhood to do it for you. But once it is locked in place, it’s all down hill from there. 

-We were looking for a headphone port and didn’t find one but that’s no big deal. 



 

 

Besides those teensy weensy things we wished it had, the Ultimate Gaming Chair is a great deal and a 

promising aspect for the gaming industry. It’s a must have for late bloomers owning first generation 

consoles and PCs. 


